Abstract. Given a set of points in Euclidean space, we say that two linear functionals di er on that set if they give rise to di erent linear orderings of the points. We investigate what the largest and smallest number of di erent linear functionals can be as a function of the number of points and the dimension of the space.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the number of di erent linear orderings of point con gurations which can arise from linear functionals. This problem is related to work of Ungar 5] on the minimum number of directions that a set of points in the plane determine.
This investigation has a number of interesting features. First, it seems to be a natural question to ask. Second, it provides a framework in which to extend the work of Ungar 5] , which currently is almost a curiosity (although a very beautiful one.) Our results can be applied to give bounds on the number of monotone paths on polytopes. Finally, we think that the technique used to establish the upper bound may have broader applicability and should be more widely known.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section we establish our terminology and prove the fundamental connections between the various objects we study. The knowledgeable reader will recognize a number of these constructions from matroid theory, but we have deliberately kept the terminology and de nitions to a minimum. In x3
we prove an upper bound on the number of di erent linear functionals that n points in R d can support. In x4 we present a lower bound in the case of the points being in general position. We also give a conjecture for the case in which the points are in slope-general position, a variant on the notion of general position. We also discuss in this section the relationship between the work of 5] and our own. In the last section we Date: March 11, 1998. The author thanks Christos Athanasiadis and Victor Reiner for many helpful discussions and, in particular, for pointing out the application of these results to monotone paths in zonotopes. 1 how the bounds we prove apply to counting the number of monotone paths of zonotopes.
Preliminaries
In this section we will establish our notation and de ne the principal objects of study. We will also establish some base results that will be used throughout the rest of the paper.
Let C be a collection of n points in R d . For every v 2 R d let l v : R d ! R be the linear functional such that l v (x) =< v; x > for all x 2 R d .
We also know that every linear functional l on R d is of the form l v for some v 2 R d . We will let H v = f x j < v; x >= 0g.
We will say that a linear functional l is generic with respect to C (just generic if C is clearly understood) if l(x) 6 = l(y) for all distinct x; y 2 C.
A generic linear functional l gives rise to a linear ordering of the points of C, l = x 1 : : : x n de ned by l(x 1 ) < l(x 2 ) < < l(x n ). This allows We will analyze the structure of the inequivalent linear functionals by means of matroids and hyperplane arrangements. We will brie y review the facts we need from these two areas.
Let V = fv i j i 2 E g be a collection of vectors that span R d indexed by a set E. A subset C E is called a circuit if the set of vectors V (C) = fv j j j 2 Cg is a minimal dependent set. We denote the set of circuits of V by C(V ). A subset F E is called a at if it has the property that if v j is in the linear span of V (F ) then j 2 F. We can partially order the ats of V to get a geometric lattice L(V ) of rank d. We are now ready to see how these facts from matroid theory can be used to analyze the structure of linear functionals on point con gurations. Let C = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g be a point con guration whose a ne span is all of In the subsequent sections we will put bounds on the size of f(C).
3. Upper Bounds In this section we will present upper bounds on the number of inequivalent linear functionals on n points in R d . Our technique will be to produce explicit point con gurations for which we can compute the number f(C) and then exhibit maps from these point con gurations to general con gurations which induce weak maps on the related di erence sets.
Our fundamental point con guration will be n = fe 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e n g where e i is the i th standard basis vector in R n . Note that n has a ne dimension n ? 1.
The di erence set D n = D( n ) = fe fi;jg j 1 i < j ng is the set of positive roots for the classical root system A n?1 . It is well known that the lattice L(D n ) is isomorphic to the lattice of partitions of a set of n elements. Hence 
Proof. The proof follows from repeated applications of Lemma 2.2 The con gurations k n will be the fundamental objects in this section. In the rest of this section we will show that they have largest number of inequivalent linear functionals among all con gurations with n points in R n?1?k . To do this we will show that there is a weak map from D k n to any point con guration C of n points that spans R n?k?1 . To do this we need to understand the circuits C(D k n ). Corollary 3.4. If C 2 C(D k n ) and jCj n?k?1 then it has the form ffi; jg; fj; kg; fk; lg; : : :; fm; igg:
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 2.1.
We can now prove our upper bound theorem for linear functionals Ungar's proof, a true gem, relies on purely combinatorial arguments. Jamison 3] has catalogued the extremal con gurations. The fact that for d = 2 we already are exhibiting quasi-polynomial behavior is a hint that a closed form for a lower bound might be di cult.
On the other hand. If we make some assumptions to eliminate degeneracies the problem becomes tractable. We will say that a set of points C 2 R d is in general position if no point is in any hyperplane spanned by the rest. Of course, in R 2 , this condition is equivalent to there being no 3 point lines.
We will require the following lemma Note that if d = 2 the lower bound is 2n which is sharp for n even as Ungar's theorem demonstrates.
There is another natural way to eliminate degeneracies in this problem. We will say that a point con guration C is in slope- Thus the bounds of Theorem 3.5 and Theoreom 4.4 apply to the number of coherent monotone paths on a zonotope.
